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ABSTRACT

A computer generation of all pairs of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order

ten and dimension 35 or less is undertaken. All such pairs are successfully generated

up to main class equivalence. No pairs of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order

ten exist for dimension 33. Six dimension 34 pairs, which are counterexamples to a

conjecture by Moorehouse, are found. Eighty-�ve pairs can be formed with dimension

35. None of the pairs can be extended to a triple. If a triple of mutually orthogonal

Latin squares exists for order ten, the pairs of Latin squares in the triple must be of

dimension 36 or 37.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A long outstanding question in design theory is: does there exist a triple of mutually

orthogonal Latin squares of order ten? Many attempts to answer this question have

failed to provide a solution. Recent results [14] have provided new areas to investi-

gate for such a triple. This work uses these results to search for triples of mutually

orthogonal Latin squares of order ten.

1.1 De�nitions

The de�nitions listed here are critical to the understanding of this work. Further def-

initions, speci�c to the methods used to solve the problem, can be found throughout

Chapter 2.

A Latin square of order n is a n � n array of n symbols such that each symbol

appears once in each row and column [11, 12]. The following is Latin square of order

three:
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0 2 1

1 0 2

2 1 0

The set f0; : : : ; n � 1g will be used as the symbols for a Latin square of order

n. A Latin subsquare of order k is a selection of k rows and k columns of a Latin

square for which only k di�erent symbols appear. A Latin square with entries only

partially entered is said to adhere to the Latin square property if no symbol appears

more than once in any row or column. A Latin square is reduced if both the �rst row

and column are sorted in increasing order. Any Latin square can be put in reduced

form by permuting its rows and columns. The following is a reduced version of the

�rst Latin square:

0 1 2

1 2 0

2 0 1

Two Latin squares of the same order are said to be orthogonal if when superim-

posed, each ordered pair of symbols is unique. The following orthogonal pair of Latin

squares is composed from the previous two Latin squares.

00 21 12

11 02 20

22 10 01

A set of Latin squares is said to be mutually orthogonal if all Latin squares in the

sets are pairwise orthogonal. Mutually orthogonal Latin squares are referred to as

MOLS.
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A transversal of a Latin square of order n is a set of n cells that cover each row,

column, and symbol exactly once. The following is a transversal of the �rst Latin

square:

0 � �

� � 2

� 1 �

A pair of transversals is disjoint if they share no common cell. A set of n dis-

joint transversals for a Latin square can be used to generate another Latin square

orthogonal to the original by assigning a symbol to each transversal. Similarly, a set

of cells with the same symbol in an orthogonal mate correspond to a transversal in

the original. Due to this, a Latin square of order n has an orthogonal mate if and

only if it has n disjoint transversals.

A set of MOLS is said to have a transversal if there are n cells that include

each row, column, and a symbol from each Latin square exactly once each. In the

same manner as a single Latin square, a set of r MOLS of order n can be extended to

a set of r+1 MOLS if and only if the original set of MOLS has n disjoint transversals.

The orthogonal array representation of a Latin square of order n consists of n2

rows and three columns representing rows, columns, and symbols of the original Latin

square [15]. The row entries of the orthogonal array each specify a cell and the symbol

at that cell. The following is the orthogonal array representation of the �rst Latin

square:
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Row Column Symbol

0 0 0

0 1 2

0 2 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 2 2

2 0 2

2 1 1

2 2 0

A pair of MOLS can be represented using an orthogonal array representation

with four columns: row, column, symbol of the �rst square, and symbol of the second

square. These columns will be labelled R, C, S, and T. A set of k MOLS can similarly

be represented with k + 2 columns in the orthogonal array representation: two for

rows and columns of the Latin squares, and k for the symbols found in each cell.

The binary code representation of a pair of MOLS of order n consists of n2 rows

and 4n columns of binary values. Each row of the code is equivalent to a row of

the orthogonal array representation. Four 1's are present in each row of the code,

indicating a row, a column, the symbol in the �rst Latin square, and the symbol in

the second Latin square. The following is the code of the previous pair of MOLS:
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r0 r1 r2 c0 c1 c2 s0 s1 s2 t0 t1 t2

(0,0,0,0): 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

(0,1,2,1): 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

(0,2,1,2): 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

(1,0,1,1): 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

(1,1,0,2): 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

(1,2,2,0): 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

(2,0,2,2): 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

(2,1,1,0): 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

(2,2,0,1): 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

The rank, or dimension, of a pair of MOLS is the number of linearly independent

columns in the binary code representation. To calculate the rank of any given pair

of MOLS, convert to its binary code representation and use Gaussian elimination to

zero out as many columns as possible.

A relation is a subset of the columns of the binary code representation of a Latin

square such that these columns sum to zero modulo two. The following is a relation

for a pair of MOLS of order four, along with a pair of MOLS which satis�es the

relation:

R columns C columns S columns T columns

01 01 01 01

00 22 13 31

33 11 20 02

12 30 01 23

21 03 32 10
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Two Latin squares are said to be isotopic if there exists a permutation of the

rows, permutation of the columns, and permutation of the symbols that will make

one Latin square equal to the other [19]. Sets of Latin squares which are isotopic

form equivalence classes called isotopy classes. A set of MOLS is isotopic to another

if a permutation of rows, permutation of columns, and a permutation for each symbol

set makes the two sets of Latin squares identical.

Two Latin squares are said to be main class isotopic if in addition to the iso-

topy permutations, a permutation of the roles of the rows, columns, and symbols will

cause one Latin square to be equivalent to the other. Permuting the roles is equiva-

lent to permuting the columns in the orthogonal array representation. For example,

exchanging the roles of rows and columns is equivalent to taking the transpose of

the Latin square. Sets of MOLS are main class isotopic if they are equivalent under

composition of either the isotopy operations, or exchanging any of the columns of the

corresponding orthogonal array representation.

Main class isotopy is also referred to as paratopy. The set of paratopy operations

which map a Latin square to itself form a group called an autoparatopy group.

A canonical form is a standardized form for a combinatorial object such that all

objects with the same canonical form are equivalent up to some operations. For Latin

squares we can de�ne canonical forms for both isotopy and main class operations.

A graph is a set of vertices and a set of edges in which each edge is an unordered

pair of vertices. Vertices a; b are said to be adjacent if the pair (a; b) is an edge. A

clique is a subset of vertices C such that all vertices in C are pairwise adjacent.
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1.2 Background

Mutually orthogonal Latin squares have provided interesting open questions for a long

time. A brief summary of background material relevant to this work is contained here.

Interest in orthogonal Latin squares began with the 36 o�cer problem by Euler

[13]: Can 36 o�cers, of six ranks from six di�erent regiments, be arranged in a 6� 6

square such that a representative from each regiment and rank exists in each row or

column? This is equivalent to �nding a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order six.

Constructions were found for orthogonal pairs of odd order and of order divisible by

four. The apparent inability to solve the 36 o�cer problem led to the conjecture by

Euler that for order n = 4t+ 2; t � 0, no pair of MOLS exists.

In 1900, Tarry proved no pair of MOLS exists for order six [28]. His proof was by

exhaustive search, done by hand. It was not until Bose and Shrikrande later found a

counterexample of order 22 in 1959 that the conjecture was disproved [3]. With Parker

they managed to generate an set of counterexamples for all orders n = 4t+2 � 10 [4].

An early computer search for orthogonal mates to random Latin squares of order

ten was performed by Parker by �nding disjoint transversals [25]. The Latin squares

checked had roughly between 950 and 1100 transversals each. Pairs of MOLS proved

to be very common. He wanted to �nd a triple of MOLS, but results were negative

for the limited set of squares checked. Computational power at the time of the search

was severely limited by modern standards.

In another attempt to �nd a triple of MOLS, Parker investigated turn-squares,

which possess many more transversals than random Latin squares [26, 27, 6]. A Latin
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square is a turn-square if it can be written as

A+ 5B A+ 5 �B

A+ 5 �B A+ 5B

where A is an order �ve Latin square, B is a 5 � 5 array of binary values and �B is

the negation of B. The largest known number of transversals for any Latin square

of order ten, 5504, belongs to a turn-square [18]. The maximum number of pairwise

disjoint transversals for pairs of MOLS of order ten to date is four, �rst found in a

turn-square [7].

Some other works of note:

� A computer search for triples of MOLS of order ten led to the discovery of large

numbers of \almost orthogonal" triples of Latin squares, though no completely

orthogonal triple [16].

� A set of four MOLS of order ten with a 2 � 2 hole (blank entries) has been

constructed [5].

� Computational constructions of sets of �ve MOLS of order twelve were successful

[1, 2].

Information regarding sets of MOLS for orders other ten can be found in [9, 10].

This includes various constructions of sets of MOLS. For more information regarding

the theory, history and applications Latin squares, see [11, 12].
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1.2.1 Negative Conditions for Sets of MOLS of Order Ten

Few negative conditions for the existence of sets of MOLS of order ten are known.

Known negative conditions are described here.

Theorems concerning MOLS by Parker, generalized over all orders, provide some

negative results with respect to triples of order ten [23, 24]. Speci�cally, any order

ten pair of MOLS with a mutually orthogonal Latin subsquare of order three or more

can not be extended to a triple of MOLS. Work by Myrvold [21] shows that for 20 of

28 cases for a Latin square of order ten with a 4� 4 subsquare, that square can not

be part of a triple of MOLS.

Sets of nine MOLS have been shown not to exist for order ten [17]. Combined

with an earlier result, this implies that no set of seven MOLS exists for order ten [8].

Sets of four MOLS of order ten must have some nontrivial relations in order to exist

[14].

1.2.2 Recent Work

Recent work on sets of MOLS of order ten motivates this work. Some relevant recent

results are described here.

A recent large scale computer search [19] failed to �nd a triple of MOLS of order

ten, but did not rule out the existence of such a triple. All Latin squares of order ten

having nontrivial autoparatopy groups were generated, then tested for extendability

to triples of MOLS. This work concluded that modern computational power is insuf-

�cient to answer the existence of triples of MOLS of order ten by �rst generating all

pairs.
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Work by Howard [14] characterizes the structure of possible relations for pairs of

MOLS of order ten. Using this, all sets of relations up to main class equivalence for

order ten can be generated for a given dimension. For detail regarding these relations,

see Section 2.2.

For order ten, pairs of MOLS with dimension less than 33 are shown not to exist

[14]. In [15], the existence of orthogonal pairs of dimension 33 is stated as an open

problem. The maximum dimension achievable for a pair of MOLS of order ten is 37,

due to innate linearly independent relations of Latin squares [15].

A conjecture by Moorehouse [20] implied that no pairs of MOLS exist for order

ten, dimension 34. This was recently disproven by counterexample [15]. This the-

sis proves that the number of such counterexamples is six up to main class equivalence.

1.3 Problem Statement

Recent results have provided both new questions and new strategies for old unan-

swered questions. The questions and tasks addressed by this work are detailed here.

The existence of a triple of MOLS of order ten has not been resolved despite

numerous attempts. A very large number of pairs of MOLS exist [19]. Searching

through all pairs of MOLS for a triple would be an impossible task.

Recent results regarding relations [14] for pairs of MOLS of order ten have provided
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more restricted pairs of MOLS to search. This characterization of relations of order

ten has allowed the generation of all pairs of MOLS of order ten for dimension 35 or

less. Such a generation answers the following questions:

� Does there exist a pair of MOLS of order ten of dimension 35 or less which can

be extended to a triple?

� Does there exist any pairs of MOLS of order ten of dimension 33?

� How many pairs of MOLS of order ten of dimensions 35 or less exist up to main

class equivalence?

To answer these questions, an exhaustive computer generation of these restricted

pairs of MOLS has been performed. All pairs of MOLS of order ten for dimensions

less than or equal to 35 have been counted up to main class equivalence, then tested

for possible extension to a triple of MOLS. No triples of MOLS of order ten have been

found. Pairs of MOLS of order ten and dimension 33 are shown not to exist.

The method used for generating pairs of MOLS of order ten with dimension 35 or

less is detailed in Chapter 2. This includes how data regarding the generated pairs

was obtained after generation. The results from this process are found in Chapter 3.

Concluding remarks and directions for future research are contained in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Method

This chapter details the methods used to generate and analyze all pairs of MOLS of

order ten and dimension 35 or less. A description of the overall process can be found

in Section 2.1. Theory regarding the relations that must be considered is contained

in Section 2.2.

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the generation procedure. In Section 2.3, pairs of

MOLS are partially completed in a way so as to reduce combinatorial symmetry.

Section 2.4 details the exhaustive method for completing the partially �nished pairs

of MOLS of Section 2.3.

A canonical form routine for pairs of MOLS with respect to main class equivalence

is described in Section 2.5. The method used for determining if a generated pair of

MOLS can be extended to a triple is described in Section 2.6. For details of the

results found using these methods, see Chapter 3.
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2.1 Overview

The process of generating and analyzing all pairs of MOLS of order ten and dimension

35 or less is performed in several distinct stages. The order of those stages and how

they interact is described here.

To generate all pairs of MOLS of order ten for dimension 35 or less, a two stage

process is used. Selected cells of the pairs of MOLS are �rst �lled in all ways up to

main class equivalence. Then an exhaustive backtracking procedure completes the

partial pairs of MOLS in all ways possible without regard to symmetry.

When symbol pairs are �rst placed into cells of a pair of MOLS, there are many

combinatorially symmetrical ways to do so with respect to main class operations.

Minimizing the number of partially completed pairs of MOLS with respect to main

class equivalence during the �rst stage reduces the number of pairs generated during

the second stage, having a signi�cant impact on the overall computation time.

With symmetries due to main class operations reduced, the exhaustive backtrack-

ing can complete the partial pairs of MOLS while ignoring main class symmetries.

The second stage for completing the pairs of MOLS is designed to �nish as fast as

possible; isolating attention regarding main class operations to the �rst stage is crit-

ical in accomplishing this.

The partial pairs of MOLS produced by the �rst stage can be split over a number

of di�erent processors. This allows the second stage to be easily distributed, making

maximal use of available computational resources.
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Since the generation process does not necessarily produce a unique pair of MOLS

for each main class, a canonical form routine is used to reduce the generated pairs

down to a unique representative per main class. Converting each pair of the remaining

pairs of MOLS to a binary code representation and then using Gaussian elimination

provides the dimension for each pair.

To determine if a generated pair of MOLS can be extended to a triple, all transver-

sals for the pair are generated. If a group of ten mutually disjoint transversals can

be found, then the pair can be extended to a triple. If the pair cannot be extended,

the data regarding the number of transversals and the maximum number of disjoint

transversals is recorded.

2.2 The Relations

To generate all pairs of MOLS of order ten and dimension 35 or less, all possible re-

lations for such pairs must be known. All such relations up to main class equivalence

are characterized here.

In Proposition 5.4 of [14], Howard proves that for a pair of MOLS of order ten, any

nontrivial relation must be representable in a form with four columns chosen for each

of the R, C, S, and T sets of columns. Note that for each of R, C, S, and T , a choice

of six columns is equivalent to a choice of the other four columns in the relation. If

there are two relations, they must intersect for some number of columns for each of

R, C, S, and T . Any two linearly independent relations will produce a third linearly

dependent relation, which must also respect Proposition 5.4 of [14]. Only relations

which intersect in one or two columns for each of R, C, S, and T produce allowable
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linearly dependent relations. This gives the following �ve sets of relations up to main

class equivalence, though further analysis indicates that cases 2 and 4 are not possible:

R columns C columns S columns T columns

R1;1 0123 0123 0123 0123

R1;2 0456 0456 0456 0456

R2;1 0123 0123 0123 0123

R2;2 0456 0456 0456 0145

R3;1 0123 0123 0123 0123

R3;2 0456 0456 0145 0145

R4;1 0123 0123 0123 0123

R4;2 0456 0145 0145 0145

R5;1 0123 0123 0123 0123

R5;2 0145 0145 0145 0145

For a cell, (r; c), and two relations, R1 and R2, consider the following de�nitions:

� BR(r; i) = 1 if the column of the binary code corresponding to row r of the pair

of MOLS is included in the relation Ri and 0 otherwise for i = 0; 1.

� BC(c; i) = 1 if the column of the binary code corresponding to column c of the

pair of MOLS is included in relation Ri and 0 otherwise for i = 0; 1.

� RC CLASS(r; c) = 2�[(BR(r; 1)+BC(c; 1)) modulo 2]+[(BR(r; 2)+BC(c; 2))

modulo 2]

RC CLASS forms an equivalence relation with four equivalence classes for cells

under the relations R1 and R2. Cells (r; c) and (r0; c0) are in the same equivalence

class if RC CLASS(r; c) = RC CLASS(r0; c0).
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For a symbol pair, (s; t), and two relations, R1 and R2, consider the following

de�nitions:

� BS(s; i) = 1 if the column of the binary code corresponding to �rst symbol s

of the pair of MOLS is included in the relation Ri and 0 otherwise for i = 0; 1.

� BT (t; i) = 1 if the column of the binary code corresponding to second symbol

t of the pair of MOLS is included in relation Ri and 0 otherwise for i = 0; 1.

� ST CLASS(s; t) = 2� [(BS(s; 1)+BT (t; 1)) modulo 2]+[(BS(s; 2)+BT (t; 2))

modulo 2]

ST CLASS forms an equivalence relation for symbol pairs with four equivalence

classes similar to the equivalence relation de�ned by RC CLASS for cells. To satisfy

the relations, symbol pair (s; t) can only be placed in cell (r; c) if RC CLASS(r; c) =

ST CLASS(s; t).

The cell classes and symbol pair classes are listed for each of the possible sets of

relations in Section 2.2.1. Counting the sizes of each cell class and symbol pair class

for the cases gives the following data:

Relation set 1 2 3

Class 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Symbol pairs 28 24 24 24 26 26 26 22 28 24 24 24

Cells 28 24 24 24 28 24 24 24 28 24 24 24

Relation set 4 5

Class 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Symbol pairs 28 24 24 24 28 24 24 24

Cells 26 26 26 22 28 24 24 24
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Mismatch in the sizes of cell classes and symbol pair classes for cases 2 and 4

means that no such pairs of MOLS can exist. For the remaining three cases, genera-

tion of all pairs of MOLS satisfying them proceeds.

For all relations in consideration, the S and T sets of columns have the same

columns chosen. This allows the de�nition of an equivalence class for symbols similar

to that for cells and symbol pairs. For a symbol s and relations R1 and R2, consider

the following de�nitions:

� BZ(s; i) = 1 if a column of the binary code corresponding to either �rst symbol

s or second symbol s of the pair of MOLS is included in the relation Ri and 0

otherwise for i = 1; 2.

� SYMBOLCLASS(s) = 2 �BZ(s; 1) +BZ(s; 2)

Symbols s and s0 are in the same equivalence class if SYMBOLCLASS(s) =

SYMBOLCLASS(s0). Symbol permutations which preserve symbol class will also

preserve the form of the relations.

2.2.1 Cell, Symbol Pair and Symbol Class Information

For each of the sets of relations, four equivalences classes exist for cells, symbol pairs

and symbols. The following �gures give information regarding these classes for each

of the possible sets of relations:
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Figure 2.1: Class by cell, R1

0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

1 0 0 0 3 3 3 2 2 2

1 0 0 0 3 3 3 2 2 2

1 0 0 0 3 3 3 2 2 2

2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1

2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1

2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1

3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

Figure 2.2: Symbol pairs by class, R1

Class 0 00 11 12 13 21 22 23 31 32 33 44 45 46 54 55 56 64 65

66 77 78 79 87 88 89 97 98 99

Class 1 01 02 03 10 20 30 47 48 49 57 58 59 67 68 69 74 75 76

84 85 86 94 95 96

Class 2 04 05 06 17 18 19 27 28 29 37 38 39 40 50 60 71 72 73

81 82 83 91 92 93

Class 3 07 08 09 14 15 16 24 25 26 34 35 36 41 42 43 51 52 53

61 62 63 70 80 90
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Figure 2.3: Symbols by class, R1

Symbol 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Class 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

Figure 2.4: Class by cell, R3

0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

1 0 0 0 3 3 3 2 2 2

1 0 0 0 3 3 3 2 2 2

1 0 0 0 3 3 3 2 2 2

2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1

2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1

2 3 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 1

3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0
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Figure 2.5: Symbol pairs by class, R3

Class 0 00 01 10 11 22 23 32 33 44 45 54 55 66 67 68 69 76 77

78 79 86 87 88 89 96 97 98 99

Class 1 02 03 12 13 20 21 30 31 46 47 48 49 56 57 58 59 64 65

74 75 84 85 94 95

Class 2 04 05 14 15 26 27 28 29 36 37 38 39 40 41 50 51 62 63

72 73 82 83 92 93

Class 3 06 07 08 09 16 17 18 19 24 25 34 35 42 43 52 53 60 61

70 71 80 81 90 91

Figure 2.6: Symbols by class, R3

Symbol 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Class 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0
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Figure 2.7: Class by cell, R5

0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3

0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3

1 1 0 0 3 3 2 2 2 2

1 1 0 0 3 3 2 2 2 2

2 2 3 3 0 0 1 1 1 1

2 2 3 3 0 0 1 1 1 1

3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

Figure 2.8: Symbol pairs by class, R5

Class 0 00 01 10 11 22 23 32 33 44 45 54 55 66 67 68 69 76 77

78 79 86 87 88 89 96 97 98 99

Class 1 02 03 12 13 20 21 30 31 46 47 48 49 56 57 58 59 64 65

74 75 84 85 94 95

Class 2 04 05 14 15 26 27 28 29 36 37 38 39 40 41 50 51 62 63

72 73 82 83 92 93

Class 3 06 07 08 09 16 17 18 19 24 25 34 35 42 43 52 53 60 61

70 71 80 81 90 91
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Figure 2.9: Symbols by class, R5

Symbol 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Class 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0

2.3 Filling the First Column and Row

Filling a pair of MOLS for select cells up to main class equivalence prior to completing

the pair helps reduce the number of main class equivalent pairs of MOLS that will be

produced. The method used to do so is described here.

For the selected cells to �ll initially, the �rst column and row are chosen. As a

column or row is �lled, the remaining cells of that column or row become increas-

ingly constrained by the Latin square property; each symbol pair present prevents the

placement of future symbol pairs. Combined with restrictions imposed by relations,

very few choices will be available for placing the last few symbol pairs in a column

or row. This will help keep the total number of �rst column and row cases manageable.

The �rst column and row are �lled recursively, the �rst column �rst, then the

�rst row. For a given cell, all possible symbol pairs are considered. If a symbol pair

is inconsistent with a cell for either forming a pair of MOLS or satisfying the rela-

tions under consideration, it is rejected. An additional set of constraints is imposed

to reduce the number of �rst column and row cases generated which are main class

equivalent.

Let L[r][c] be the symbol pair located in cell (r; c) for pair of MOLS L. De�ne
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symbol pair (s; t) to be less than symbol pair (s0; t0) if s < s0 or s = s0 and t < t0. A

�lled �rst column and row, L, is smaller than another �lled �rst column and row, L0,

if for the �rst cell in which they di�er in a symbol pair with respect to the order in

which they are �lled, the symbol pair in L is smaller than that in L0.

The basic properties that the cells and symbol pairs of a pair of MOLS must ful�ll

are:

� Latin square property: For two distinct cells, (r; c) and (r0; c0), sharing a row or

column, with L[r][c] = (s; t) and L[r0][c0] = (s0; t0), s 6= s0 and t 6= t0

� Orthogonality: L[r][c] = L[r0][c0] =) (r; c) = (r0; c0)

� Relation constraints: For all cells (r; c), RC CLASS(r; c) = ST CLASS(L[r][c])

Satisfying the Latin square property and orthogonality ensures that what is gen-

erated is consistent with being a pair of MOLS. The relation constraints ensure that

the current set of relations hold.

Additional constraints detect cases where a main class operation could potentially

make the current �rst column and row smaller while preserving the form of the re-

lations. The operations in consideration are: permutations of rows, permutations of

columns, permutations of either symbol set S or T , exchanging columns R and C of

the orthogonal array representation (taking the transpose), and exchanging columns

S and T of the orthogonal array representation.

An algorithm which can produce a minimum symbol relabeling of a �rst column

and row with respect to the order in which its cells are �lled can be used to detect

permutations of symbols sets S or T which could produce a smaller �rst column and

row. In order to preserve the form of the relations, symbols are only permuted to
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symbols of the same class. To �nd the minimum relabeling, when a symbol is �rst

encountered, relabel it to the smallest available symbol in the same class. If this

relabeling procedure does not produce the existing labeling, then a smaller relabel-

ing exists and the current �rst column and row are not minimized with respect to a

permutation of the symbol sets.

The following de�nitions are useful for the symbol relabeling algorithm. Let

alternate 1[s] be the relabeled value of symbol s in the �rst Latin square. De�ne

alternate 2[t] respectively. Initially, let alternate 1[s] = �1 for all s and alternate 2[t] =

�1 for all t. The value �1 for alternate 1[s] indicates that symbol s has not yet been

relabeled in the �rst Latin square. A value of �1 for alternate 2[t] similarly means

that symbol t has not been relabeled in the second Latin square. Let minimum 1[x]

be the minimum symbol with no symbol relabeled to it in symbol class x in the �rst

Latin square. De�ne minimum 2[y] respectively.

fAttempt to Create M , a smaller �rst column and row than Lg

SYMBOLRELABEL( L ):

for (r; c) = (0; 0) to (9; 0) do

(s; t) L[r][c]

if alternate 1[s] = �1 then

alternate 1[s] minimum 1[SYMBOLCLASS(s)]

minimum 1[CLASS(s)] minimum 1[SYMBOLCLASS(s)] + 1

end if

if alternate 2[t] = �1 then

alternate 2[t] minimum 2[SYMBOLCLASS(t)]

minimum 2[CLASS(t)] minimum 2[SYMBOLCLASS(t)] + 1
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end if

M [r][c] (alternate 1[a]; alternate 2[t])

if M [r][c] < L[r][c] then

return a smaller symbol relabeling exists

end if

end for

return no smaller symbol relabeling exists

The additional constraints applied to reduce main class duplication in �lling in

the �rst column and row while preserving the form of the relations are:

� Cells of same class in a column or row are sorted in increasing order by symbol

pair

� Impose that L[1][0] < L[0][1]

� For the �rst cell (r; c) in the order which the �rst column is �lled, L[r][c] = (s; t),

such that s 6= t, impose that s < t

� For any �rst column and row L, impose that SYMBOLRELABEL(L) �nds no

smaller symbol relabeling

Lemma 2.3.1. For a choice of �rst column and row L, if there exists cells (r; c) and

(r0; c0) in the same column or row such that RC CLASS(r; c) = RC CLASS(r0; c0)

and cell (r0; c0) is �lled after cell (r; c), then if L[r0][c0] < L[r][c], then a smaller choice

of �rst column and row exists.

Proof. Since RC CLASS(r; c) = RC CLASS(r0; c0), a permutation of the columns

or rows can swap the symbol pairs in cells (r; c) and (r0; c0) to form a new �rst column

and row M respecting the original relations. For the �rst cell in which L and M

di�er, M is smaller as L[r0][c0] < L[r][c]. Therefore M < L, therefore a smaller �rst

column and row with respect to main class operations exists.
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Lemma 2.3.2. For a choice of �rst column and row L, if L[0][1] < L[1][0], then a

smaller choice of �rst column and row with respect to main class operations exists.

Proof. Consider the transpose of L, M . Taking the transpose preserves relations,

therefore M has the same relations as L. M [0][0] = L[0][0] , M [1][0] = L[0][1]. Since

L[0][1] < L[1][0], M [1][0] < L[1][0]. Therefore M < L, therefore a smaller choice of

�rst column and row with respect to main class operations exists.

Lemma 2.3.3. For the �rst cell, (r; c), with symbol pair (s; t), of a �rst column and

row L such that s 6= t, if t < s, then a smaller choice of �rst column and row with

respect to main class operations exists.

Proof. Consider the choice of �rst column and row M formed from L by swapping

columns S and T in the orthogonal array representation. Swapping columns S and

T of the orthogonal array representation will preserve the original relations, as the

S and T columns have the same columns selected for all sets of relations under

consideration. For all (r; c), if L[r][c] = (s; t) then M [r][c] = (t; s). Since for the �rst

cell (r; c), L[r][c] = (s; t), for which s 6= t, t < s in L, the corresponding cell in M

has symbol pair (t; s) such that (t; s) < (s; t). Therefore M < L. Therefore a smaller

choice of �rst column and row with respect to main class operations exists.

Lemma 2.3.4. For a choice of �rst column and row L, if SYMBOLRELABEL(L)

returns that a smaller relabeling exists, then there exists a way to relabel the symbols

so that the result still respects the form of the relations, but is smaller.

Proof. SYMBOLRELABEL(L) only returns that a smaller relabeling exists if it man-

ages to construct a smaller choice of �rst column and row M by permuting symbols

of L in way respecting the form of the relations.

For all of the additional constraints, if they are violated a smaller choice of �rst

column and row will exist with respect to main class operations which preserve the
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form of the relations. Therefore, any such minimum �rst column and row must con-

form to these constraints. Generating all �rst columns and rows with respect to these

constraints will therefore generate all minimum �rst columns and rows with respect

to main class operations which preserve the form of the relations.

After all choices of �rst column and row have been generated, they are divided

up over di�erent processors and serve as input to the main backtracking procedure.

No further reduction in the number of main class equivalent pairs of MOLS created

during the generation process occurs.

2.4 Backtracking to Complete Pairs of MOLS

It is necessary to complete the choices of �rst column and row produced in Section

2.3 in all ways such that the relations are present in order to generate all pairs of

MOLS of order ten and dimension 35 or less. The method chosen to do so as quickly

as possible is detailed here.

Given a pair of MOLS with only the �rst column and row completed, a backtrack-

ing procedure is used to produce all corresponding completed pairs of MOLS. This is

done by placing symbol pairs in cells in the most constrained ways possible.

Any branch of the execution terminates early if there is a cell for which no symbol

pair can be placed; backtracking occurs when this happens. When a completed pair

of MOLS is created it is given as output, then the program backtracks to create any

remaining pairs of MOLS satisfying the relations. In this phase, only restrictions

related to the Latin square property, the relations, and orthogonality are considered
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for which symbol pairs can be placed at a given cell.

Choosing a cell with a minimum number of symbol pairs placeable to that cell helps

reduce the number of partially completed pairs of MOLS which are generated from

any given partially completed pair of MOLS. Lowering this branching width means

that partially completed pairs of MOLS which cannot be fully completed hopefully

consume a smaller portion of the overall computation, resulting in faster execution.

Situations can occur where all cells have symbol pairs that can be placed at them,

but there exists some symbol pair that cannot be placed in any cell. An example

is shown in Figure 2.10, with Figure 2.11 giving the number of options available for

each empty cell.

Figure 2.10: A partially �lled pair of MOLS for relation case 5

00 67 46 95 29 73 18 34 52 81

66 { { { { 28 { { { {

47 21 55 78 60 06 39 82 14 93

58 { { { { { { { { {

72 { { { { { { { { {

83 { { { { { { { { {

19 { { { { { { { { {

24 { { { { { { { { {

35 { { { { { { { { {

91 { { { { { { { { {
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Figure 2.11: Number of symbol pairs placeable in each cell of Figure 2.10

{ { { { { { { { { {

{ 9 9 10 7 { 8 8 7 5

{ { { { { { { { { {

{ 11 14 12 6 5 9 7 8 9

{ 7 7 8 12 10 9 9 8 9

{ 8 8 6 11 9 9 8 7 13

{ 7 7 11 11 8 12 9 13 8

{ 9 5 8 10 8 8 13 16 8

{ 9 5 9 10 7 11 13 15 9

{ 8 6 9 11 9 9 8 12 11

Despite each free cell in Figure 2.10 having at least �ve potential symbol pairs

that can be placed, the symbol pair (2; 5) cannot be placed in any of the free cells.

The Latin square property constraints prevent (2; 5) from being placed in all but the

bottom right 6� 4 block, for which the relations prevent placement.

Recognizing these cases allows earlier elimination of pairs of MOLS which cannot

be completed. If there are fewer ways to assign cells to some symbol pair than there

are ways to assign symbol pairs to any cell, the branching width, and thus overall

running time, can potentially be reduced.

At each step of the backtrack, the algorithm computes for each unplaced symbol

pair and empty cell the number of choices available to place the symbol pair or �ll

the cell. The symbol pair or cell with a minimum number of choices is either placed

or �lled in all ways possible.
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The following algorithm describes how to determine which cell or symbol pair to

�ll in. For details regarding data structure implementations for counting the number

of available symbol pairs or cells, see Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

fFor partially �lled pair of MOLS L, �nd the most constrained cell or symbol pairg

FINDMINIMUMCHOICE( L ):

min1 1

for all choices of cell (r; c) do

if L[r][c] is not �lled in then

if the number of choices for L[r][c] is less than min1 then

min1 the number of choices for L[r][c]

mincell (r; c)

end if

end if

end for

min2 1

for all choices of symbol pair (s; t) do

if symbol pair (s; t) has not been placed then

if the number of ways to place symbol pair (s; t) is less than min2 then

min2 the number of ways to place symbol pair (s; t)

minsymbolpair  (s; t)

end if

end if

end for

if min1 < min2 then
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return the minimum choice is cell mincell

else

return the minimum choice is symbol pair minsymbolpair

end if

Using the above algorithm to determine which cell or symbol pair has the least

number of choices to �ll, the following algorithm recursively generates all pairs of

MOLS satisfying the relations. For a partially completed pair of MOLS L, FILLMOLS(L)

will print all pairs of MOLS completable from L satisfying the relations and return

how many pairs of MOLS were completed.

fFor pair of MOLS L, recursively complete L in all ways possibleg

FILLMOLS( L ):

if pair of MOLS L is complete then

print L

return (1)

end if

minimumchoice FINDMINIMUMCHOICE(L)

MOLScount 0

if the minimumchoice is a cell then

(r; c) minimumchoice

for all (s; t) such that (s; t) can be placed in cell (r; c) do

L[r][c] (s; t)

MOLScount MOLScount+ FILLMOLS(L)

L[r][c] empty

end for

else fminimumchoice is a symbol pairg
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(s; t) minimumchoice

for all (r; c) such that (s; t) can be placed in cell (r; c) do

L[r][c] (s; t)

MOLScount MOLScount+ FILLMOLS(L)

L[r][c] empty

end for

end if

return (MOLScount)

2.4.1 Implementing Sets with Bit Arrays

Set data structures are needed to track which symbol pairs or cells are available for

a given symbol pair or cell. An implementation of these sets is described here. For

an alternate implementation providing improved speed, see Section 2.4.2.

Counting the number of symbol pairs that can be placed at each empty cell and

how many cells each unplaced symbol pair can be placed to is an intensive task re-

peated at every step of the backtrack. Initially, there will be 81 empty cells and 81

unplaced symbol pairs. This provides strong incentive to do these calculations in the

least time possible.

For each symbol pair there is an associated set of cells to which the symbol pair

can be placed. Similarly, for each cell there is a set of symbol pairs which can be

placed in the cell. The function that counts the size of these sets returns the number

of available choices for a cell or symbol pair. To reduce the overhead of updating

sets, instead of storing one set for each cell and symbol pair, sets for cells and symbol

pairs are computed from sets requiring fewer updates. The following sets are used:
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� SymbolPairsByRow[r] : The set of symbol pairs that can be placed in row r

without violating the Latin square property for the row, r = 0; : : : ; 9

� SymbolPairsByColumn[c] : The set of symbol pairs that can be placed in col-

umn c without violating the Latin square property for the column, c = 0; : : : ; 9

� SymbolPairsAvailable : The set of symbol pairs which have not yet been placed

� SymbolPairsByClass[RC CLASS(r; c)] : The set of symbol pairs with class

matching that of cell (r; c)

� CellsByFirstSymbol[s] : The set of cells for which a symbol pair with �rst

symbol s can be placed without violating the Latin square property, s = 0; : : : ; 9

� CellsBySecondSymbol[t] : The set of cells for which a symbol pair with second

symbol t can be placed without violating the Latin square property, t = 0; : : : ; 9

� CellsEmpty : The set of cells which have no symbol pair

� CellsByClass[ST CLASS(s; t)] : The set of cells with class matching that of

symbol pair (s; t)

To calculate the symbol pair set for a given cell (r; c):

SymbolPairsByCell[r][c] = SymbolPairsByRow[r] \

SymbolPairsByColumn[c] \

SymbolPairsAvailable \

SymbolPairsByClass[RC CLASS(r; c)]

To calculate the cell set for a symbol pair (s; t):

CellsBySymbolPair[s][t] = CellsByFirstSymbol[s] \

CellsBySecondSymbol[t] \

CellsEmpty \

CellsByClass[ST CLASS(s; t)]
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When placing or removing a symbol pair (s; t) from a cell (r; c), the following six

sets need to be updated:

� SymbolPairsByRow[r]

� SymbolPairsByColumn[c]

� SymbolPairsAvailable

� CellsByFirstSymbol[s]

� CellsBySecondSymbol[t]

� CellsEmpty.

For quick execution, the sets are implemented as arrays of binary values (bit ar-

rays). A 32-bit or 64-bit integer can hold respectively 32 or 64 binary values each.

These sets, of size 100, would require either two 64-bit integers or four 32-bit integers.

Other than being very compact with respect to storage, an advantage of using bit

arrays is that intersection of two sets can be very quickly computed using bitwise-and

operations. This will aid in the frequent calculations for such sets for the symbol

pairs and cells.

To aid in updating the following bit arrays:

� SymbolPairsByRow[r]

� SymbolPairsByColumn[c]

� CellsByFirstSymbol[s]

� CellsBySecondSymbol[t]

The following precomputed bit masks are used:

� SymbolPairsWithoutF irstSymbol[s] : Contains all symbol pairs without �rst

symbol s, s = 0; : : : ; 9
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� SymbolPairsWithoutSecondSymbol[t] : Contains all symbol pairs without sec-

ond symbol t, t = 0; : : : ; 9

� CellsWithoutRow[r] : Contains all cells without row r, r = 0; : : : ; 9

� CellsWithoutColumn[c] : Contains all cells without column c, c = 0; : : : ; 9

When symbol pair (s; t) is placed in cell (r; c), the following updates can be per-

formed using only the intersection of sets:

SymbolPairsByRow[r] SymbolPairsByRow[r] \

SymbolPairsWithoutF irstSymbol[s] \

SymbolPairsWithoutSecondSymbol[t]

SymbolPairsByColumn[c] SymbolPairsByColumn[c] \

SymbolPairsWithoutF irstSymbol[s] \

SymbolPairsWithoutSecondSymbol[t]

CellsByFirstSymbol[s] CellsByFirstSymbol[s] \

CellsWithoutRow[r] \

CellsWithoutColumn[c]

CellsBySecondSymbol[t] CellsBySecondSymbol[t] \

CellsWithoutRow[r] \

CellsWithoutColumn[c]

Counting the number of entries in a set stored in a bit array is done in 16-bit

chunks. A precomputed table holds the number of 1-bits for any given 16-bit value.

Adding these indexed values together gives the set size.
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2.4.2 Implementing Sets using Reduced Size Bit Arrays

The set implementation of Section 2.4.1 can be improved to reduce the amount of

time spent counting which symbol pairs and cells are available for a given symbol

pair or cell. The improved implementation is described here.

Bit arrays of size 100 require at minimum two 64-bit or four 32-bit integers to

store. The classes for symbol pairs and cells contain at most 28 elements for the rela-

tions of interest. If for each cell and symbol pair we restrict storage to those symbol

pairs and cells of matching equivalence class, we can reduce the size of the bit arrays

so they can be stored in a single 32-bit integer.

The row, column, �rst symbol, and second symbol bit arrays are replaced with

four bit arrays each (one for each class). These new arrays occupy 32 bits as opposed

to the original 128 bits each. Existing availability arrays are merged with the class

arrays and altered to the reduced size. The cells or symbol pairs represented by the

new bit arrays are mapped to their actual values using an index array.

The new sets are:

� SymbolPairsByRow[r][x] : The set of symbol pairs in class x that can be placed

in row r without violating the Latin square property for the row

� SymbolPairsByColumn[c][x] : The set of symbol pairs in class x that can be

placed in column c without violating the Latin square property for the column

� SymbolPairsByClass[x] : The set of symbol pairs with class x

� CellsByFirstSymbol[s][x] : The set of cells in class x for which a symbol pair

with �rst symbol s can be placed without violating the Latin square property

� CellsBySecondSymbol[t][x] : The set of cells in class x for which a symbol pair
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with second symbol t can be placed without violating the Latin square property

� CellsByClass[x] : The set of cells with class x

To calculate the symbol pair set for a given cell (r; c):

SymbolPairsByCell[r][c] = SymbolPairsByRow[r][RC CLASS(r; c)] \

SymbolPairsByColumn[c][RC CLASS(r; c)] \

SymbolPairsByClass[RC CLASS(r; c)]

To calculate the cell set for a symbol pair (s; t):

CellsBySymbolPair[s][t] = CellsByFirstSymbol[s][ST CLASS(s; t)] \

CellsBySecondSymbol[t][ST CLASS(s; t)] \

CellsByClass[ST CLASS(ST (s; t))]

To aid in updating the following bit arrays:

� SymbolPairsByRow[r][x]

� SymbolPairsByColumn[c][x]

� CellsByFirstSymbol[s][x]

� CellsBySecondSymbol[t][x]

We use the following precomputed bit masks:

� SymbolPairsWithoutF irstSymbol[s][x] : Contains all symbol pairs of class x

without �rst symbol s

� SymbolPairsWithoutSecondSymbol[t][x] : Contains all symbol pairs of class x

without second symbol t

� CellsWithoutRow[r][x] : Contains all cells of class x without row r
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� CellsWithoutColumn[c][x] : Contains all cells of class x without column c

When placing symbol pair (s; t) in cell (r; c) with RC CLASS(r; c) = x, updates

occur as follow:

SymbolPairsByRow[r][x] SymbolPairsByRow[r][x] \

SymbolPairsWithoutF irstSymbol[s][x] \

SymbolPairsWithoutSecondSymbol[t][x]

SymbolPairsByColumn[c][x] SymbolPairsByColumn[c][x] \

SymbolPairsWithoutF irstSymbol[s][x] \

SymbolPairsWithoutSecondSymbol[t][x]

CellsByFirstSymbol[s][x] CellsByFirstSymbol[s][x] \

CellsWithoutRow[r][x] \

CellsWithoutColumn[c][x]

CellsBySecondSymbol[t][x] CellsBySecondSymbol[t][x] \

CellsWithoutRow[r][x] \

CellsWithoutColumn[c][x]

Relative to the implementation of Section 2.4.1, more bit arrays are updated. For

the implementation of Section 2.4.1, 24 bitwise-and operations are required to update

the data structures if 64-bit integers are used. For this implementation, 48 bitwise-

and operations are required. Counting is faster in this implementation, as 28 bits can

be counted with two 16-bit lookups, whereas 100 bits requires seven 16-bit lookups. If

there are n empty cells, the implementation of Section 2.4.1 will use 16n bitwise-and
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operations in computing the sets to count, this implementation will use 6n.

Initially there are 81 empty cells, 81 unplaced symbol pairs and at most 28 possible

ways to place a symbol pair at a cell due to class sizes. After placing a symbol

pair, the number of empty cells is reduced by one; the number of ways to match a

symbol pair with a cell has the potential to be reduced by more than one. There

can not be fewer empty cells than there are ways to match a symbol pair with a cell.

Counting operations therefore occur more frequently than updating operations. The

faster counting operations of this implementation should therefore result in reduced

execution time.

2.5 Canonical Form Testing

After generating all pairs of MOLS, some of these pairs may be main class equivalent.

In order to meaningfully count the generated pairs of MOLS, a canonical form with

respect to main class equivalence for each pair of MOLS is used. The canonical form

is described here.

Note that isotopy and main class operations do not always preserve the original

relations. Two pairs of MOLS are stored for each generated pair of MOLS: the gen-

erated pair which preserves the relations, and the canonical pair which does not.

The canonical form routine used for pairs of MOLS is adapted from the canoni-

cal form routine for Latin squares of McKay, Myrvold, and Meynert [19]. First the

canonical form for Latin squares with respect to isotopy is described. This canonical

form is altered to be used for a pair of MOLS, then for main class rather than isotopic
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canonicity.

Consider the �rst two rows of a Latin square with the �rst row in reduced form.

The second row can be interpreted as a permutation of the �rst. We can use a cycle

based notation to represent this permutation.

The following is two rows of a Latin square and an associated permutation cycle

structure:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 0 3 6 5 2 4 8 9 7

(01)(23645)(789)

We use the cycle structure to de�ne a standard form for the �rst two rows. In

the standard form, the �rst row is in reduced form, cycles are contiguous, cycles are

ordered largest to smallest, and cycles go from left to right.

Some combinations of column and symbol permutations can rearrange the cycles

in the second row to an order conforming to this standard. Here are the �rst two

rows of the earlier example, after permuting columns and relabeling the symbols to

put it in standard form:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4 0 6 7 5 9 8

The new cycle structure is:

(01234)(567)(89)

The penalty of a cycle structure is the number of column permutations preserving

the standard form after symbol relabeling. The �rst two rows are chosen such that
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the penalty is minimized. The advantage of insisting that the �rst two rows are in

this standard form is that it reduces the number of column permutations considered.

Under a more simplistic approach, all 10! column permutations would be considered.

We stipulate that the �rst column is in reduced form, which means that given choice

of �rst column and a symbol permutation, there is only one row permutation pre-

serving the standard form.

Table 2.1: Penalties for cycle structures of order ten

Cycle Structure Penalty

(10) 10

(8)(2) 8� 2 = 16

(7)(3) 7� 3 = 21

(6)(4) 6� 4 = 24

(5)(3)(2) 5� 3� 2 = 30

(6)(2)(2) 6� 2� 2� 2! = 48

(5)(5) 5� 5� 2! = 50

(4)(4)(2) 4� 4� 2� 2! = 64

(4)(3)(3) 4� 3� 3� 2! = 72

(3)(3)(2)(2) 3� 3� 2� 2� 2!� 2! = 144

(4)(2)(2)(2) 4� 2� 2� 2� 3! = 192

(2)(2)(2)(2)(2) 2� 2� 2� 2� 2� 5! = 3840

If all possible standard forms for a given Latin square are compared, the lexico-

graphical minimum can be taken as the canonical representative. Lexicographic order

for a Latin square, or a pair of MOLS, is row by row, left to right from top to bottom.
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The following is an algorithm describing this process:

fReturn the canonical representative of Latin square Lg

CANONICALLATINSQUARE( L )

canL null

for all choices of �rst two rows of L such that the penalty is minimum do

for all column and symbol permutations that will achieve standard form do

Choose the unique row permutation to sort the �rst column

f Let L0 be the Latin square constructed from L via these permutationsg

if L0 < canL then

canL L

end if

end for

end for

return the canonical representative of L, canL

To expand this routine from a single Latin square to get a canonical form for

the isotopy class of a pair of MOLS, apply the canonical form procedure to the �rst

Latin square of the pair. Only a choice of symbol permutation for the second square

remains. Putting the �rst row of the second square into sorted order selects a unique

second symbol permutation. Take the lexicographically minimum candidate to be the

canonical form for the pair of MOLS in question.

To obtain a main class canonical form, prior to considering all choices of �rst and

second row put the Latin squares into the orthogonal array representation. All 24

permutations of the columns of the orthogonal array representation, which correspond

to exchanging the roles of rows, columns, and symbols, are considered to obtain the
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main class canonical form for the pair of MOLS. The following algorithm describes

the process:

CANONICALPAIROFMOLS( L )

canL null

for all permutations of the columns of the orthogonal array representation of L

do

fLet L1 be the �rst Latin square of pair of MOLS Lg

Use CANONICALLATINSQUARE( L1 ) to put the �rst Latin square of L

into canonical form

Choose the second symbol permutation which puts the �rst row of the second

Latin square in sorted order

f Let L0 be the pair of MOLS constructed from L via these permutationsg

if L0 < canL for a lexicographical comparison then

canL L

end if

end for

return the canonical representative of L, canL

2.6 Triple Detection

Once all pairs of MOLS of order ten and dimension 35 or less are generated, the

next task determining the extendability of these pairs to triples. Described here is a

method for checking the extendability of a pair of MOLS of order ten.

A pair of MOLS of order ten can be extended to a triple of MOLS if and only
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if the pair has ten mutually disjoint transversals. Determining if a pair of MOLS

extends to a triple of MOLS is resolved by �nding the maximum number of disjoint

transversals for the pair. If there are ten disjoint transversals for the pair of MOLS,

a triple can be constructed.

To determine the number of disjoint transversals for a pair of MOLS, the following

steps are used:

1. All transversals of the pair of MOLS are generated

2. A graph, G, with the generated transversals as vertices is created

3. Edges are added between pairs of vertices of G which represent disjoint transver-

sals

4. A maximum clique of G is computed, the order of this clique is the number of

disjoint transversals

Transversals of the pairs of MOLS are generated with a backtracking procedure.

For each row, a column which has not been previously selected is chosen to form a

cell of the transversal. If any two chosen cells have symbol pairs which share a �rst

or second symbol, the current transversal is rejected.

Cliques of G are generated exhaustively by backtracking. Starting with zero ver-

tices, cliques are expanded by a single vertex in all ways possible. All cliques of G

are generated and a maximum clique is recorded. This algorithm is chosen knowing

the size and edge density of G are small.
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Chapter 3

Results

The generation of all pairs of MOLS of order ten and dimension 35 or less described

in Chapter 2 was programmed in C. Results and related analysis of the generation

are described here.

The primary goal of this work was to generate all pairs of MOLS of dimension 35

or less in reasonable time. Interest in program speed was focused on the feasibility of

this generation. A group of 64 Pentium 4 processors were available for use.

The number of partially completed pairs of MOLS created by �lling in the �rst

column and row are as follows:

Relation Case 1 3 5

First Column and Row Cases 25; 782 12; 413 33; 745

Time for completion was under three seconds for each set of relations. Given the

negligible time that generation of the �rst row and column took, a more aggressive

approach to eliminating isotopic and main class symmetries may have improved the

speed of the backtracking portion of the computation. Filling in additional cells may
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have led further reductions in symmetries. This would bene�t the exhaustive com-

pletion of the pairs of MOLS through a reduced search space.

An independent implementation of the algorithm for �lling in the �rst row and

column was undertaken [22]. Results from the independent implementation concur

with the generated counts listed here. For any computational result, this independent

veri�cation is important for ensuring that there were no errors in the implementation.

Numbers of completed pairs of MOLS generated by the backtracking procedure

are as follows:

Relation Case 1 3 5

Pairs of MOLS 7; 808 0 22; 320

Individual cases as divided by the di�erent ways to �ll in the �rst row and col-

umn di�ered in time to completion. Conicting CPU intensive processes on occasion

running alongside these programs interfered with gathering timing data. On the 64

machines, the following approximate times were taken to complete the generation of

the pairs of MOLS:

Relation Case 1 3 5

Total Time for Generation (CPU days) 326 23 139

Overall, generation took a total of 488 CPU days, or 7.6 days per machine. Less

interference may have resulted in slightly less overall time.

The exhaustive completion of these pairs of MOLS was again implemented inde-

pendently to con�rm the results were accurate [22]. All generated counts from the
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independent implementation concurred with those listed here.

Interestingly, no pairs of MOLS are completable for case 3. Some theoretical con-

ditions possibly exist to explain this, but are not known at this time. For the other

relation sets the number of pairs of MOLS generated is small.

After running through the canonical form routine, the number of canonical Latin

squares and canonical pairs of MOLS (with respected to main class equivalence) are

as follows:

Dimension Relation Initial Canonical Canonical

Case MOLS Latin squares MOLS

34 5 1; 440 4 6

35 5 20; 880 178 78

35 1 7; 808 11 7

No pairs of MOLS of dimension 33 exist. A total of six pairs of MOLS exist up

to main class equivalence for dimension 34. All of these pairs are counterexamples to

Moorehouse's conjecture [20]. Counterexamples have been previously found [15], but

these six form all of the dimension 34 pairs of MOLS (up to main class equivalence)

once conjectured not to exist. See Section 3.1 for these pairs of MOLS.

Counts for the canonical form routine were checked against an independent im-

plementation [22]. The number of canonical Latin squares and MOLS for the inde-

pendent implementation concur with the results listed here.

With few total pairs of MOLS generated by the exhaustive backtrack, the canon-

ical form routine took negligible time. Analyzing the transversals of the canonical
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pairs of MOLS gives the following information:

Transversals by number and frequency:

Dimension 34 35 35

Relation Case 5 5 1

Number of Transversals 0 21 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 16

Frequency 2 4 36 34 7 1 1 4 1 1

Only �ve pairs of MOLS have more than ten transversals, the minimum required

to achieve ten disjoint transversals and form a triple. These �ve pairs of MOLS have

at most three disjoint transversals. Only one pair of MOLS for dimension 35 has

more than ten transversals; this pair of MOLS is given in Section 3.1. Though �nd-

ing maximum cliques is NP-complete, the small number of transversals and disjoint

transversals meant that the graphs had few vertices and low edge density, making

computation easy.

Disjoint transversals by number and frequency:

Dimension 34 35 35

Relation Case 5 5 1

Number of Disjoint Transversals 0 3 0 1 2 0 1

Frequency 2 4 33 37 5 1 6

An existing implementation of the triple detection algorithm by Myrvold [22] was

used instead of creating a new implementation. This implementation was tested

against an alternate implementation [19], which also found no triple of MOLS. The

alternate implementation did not give frequency counts for transversals or disjoint

transversals with which to compare.
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The maximum number of disjoint transversals amongst the pairs generated, three,

is low, and does not come close to the ten required to form a triple of MOLS. The

number of disjoint transversals was higher for the dimension 34 squares than that of

the dimension 35.

3.1 Pairs of MOLS of Interest

Of the generated pairs of MOLS, six rank 34 counterexamples to Moorehouse's con-

jecture were found (shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.6). One of the rank 35 pairs of MOLS

possessed 16 transversals (shown if Figure 3.7), the second largest number of transver-

sals for rank 35 pairs of MOLS being only 4. These seven pairs of MOLS of interest

are listed here.

Figure 3.1: Dimension 34 pair of MOLS 1, no transversals

00 79 56 95 38 83 17 24 42 61

66 11 48 57 93 72 80 09 25 34

47 94 89 32 70 18 26 63 51 05

74 85 23 68 16 07 92 41 39 50

28 36 90 81 67 54 75 12 03 49

82 27 71 06 45 99 58 30 64 13

19 52 04 40 21 65 33 76 87 98

35 43 62 14 59 20 01 88 96 77

53 60 15 29 02 31 44 97 78 86

91 08 37 73 84 46 69 55 10 22
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Figure 3.2: Dimension 34 pair of MOLS 2, no transversals

00 79 56 95 38 83 17 24 42 61

66 11 48 57 93 72 80 09 25 34

47 94 89 32 70 18 26 63 51 05

74 85 23 68 16 07 92 41 39 50

28 36 90 81 67 54 75 12 03 49

82 27 71 06 45 99 58 30 64 13

19 52 04 40 21 65 33 78 87 96

35 43 62 14 59 20 01 86 98 77

53 60 15 29 02 31 44 97 76 88

91 08 37 73 84 46 69 55 10 22

Figure 3.3: Dimension 34 pair of MOLS 3, 21 transversals (3 disjoint)

00 79 56 95 38 83 17 24 42 61

66 11 48 57 93 72 80 09 25 34

47 94 89 32 70 18 26 63 51 05

74 85 23 68 16 07 92 41 39 50

28 36 90 81 67 54 75 12 03 49

82 27 71 06 45 99 58 30 64 13

19 52 04 40 21 65 33 77 88 96

35 43 62 14 59 20 01 86 97 78

53 60 15 29 02 31 44 98 76 87

91 08 37 73 84 46 69 55 10 22
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Figure 3.4: Dimension 34 pair of MOLS 4, 21 transversals (3 disjoint)

00 79 56 95 38 83 17 24 42 61

66 11 48 57 93 72 80 09 25 34

47 94 89 32 70 18 26 63 51 05

74 85 23 68 16 07 92 41 39 50

28 36 90 81 67 54 75 12 03 49

82 27 71 06 45 99 58 30 64 13

19 52 04 40 21 65 33 76 88 97

35 43 62 14 59 20 01 87 96 78

53 60 15 29 02 31 44 98 77 86

91 08 37 73 84 46 69 55 10 22

Figure 3.5: Dimension 34 pair of MOLS 5, 21 transversals (3 disjoint)

00 79 56 95 38 83 17 24 42 61

66 11 48 57 93 72 80 09 25 34

47 94 89 32 70 18 26 63 51 05

74 85 23 68 16 07 92 41 39 50

28 36 90 81 67 54 75 12 03 49

82 27 71 06 45 99 58 30 64 13

19 52 04 40 21 65 33 78 86 97

35 43 62 14 59 20 01 87 98 76

53 60 15 29 02 31 44 96 77 88

91 08 37 73 84 46 69 55 10 22
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Figure 3.6: Dimension 34 pair of MOLS 6, 21 transversals (3 disjoint)

00 79 56 95 38 83 17 24 42 61

66 11 48 57 93 72 80 09 25 34

47 94 89 32 70 18 26 63 51 05

74 85 23 68 16 07 92 41 39 50

28 36 90 81 67 54 75 12 03 49

82 27 71 06 45 99 58 30 64 13

19 52 04 40 21 65 33 78 86 97

35 43 62 14 59 20 01 87 98 76

53 60 15 29 02 31 44 96 77 88

91 08 37 73 84 46 69 55 10 22

Figure 3.7: Dimension 35 pair of MOLS, 16 transversals (0 disjoint)

00 76 85 94 17 29 38 43 51 62

47 98 22 56 70 15 63 81 39 04

58 65 79 13 34 41 80 06 92 27

69 31 44 87 52 90 26 18 05 73

71 07 53 35 89 64 12 20 48 96

82 24 08 61 46 33 97 75 10 59

93 42 16 09 21 78 55 67 84 30

14 50 37 72 68 86 01 99 23 45

25 19 91 40 03 57 74 32 66 88

36 83 60 28 95 02 49 54 77 11
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

Concluding remarks about this work are found in Section 4.1. Potential future re-

search directions originating from this work can be found in Section 4.2.

4.1 Conclusions

All order ten pairs of MOLS for dimension 35 and lower were successfully generated.

A feasible procedure for generating these MOLS was developed and used to do so.

No triple of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order ten could be created from

a pair of MOLS of order ten with rank 35 or less. No pairs of orthogonal Latin squares

of rank 33 exists.

Six order ten dimension 34 pairs of MOLS, which are counterexamples to Moore-

house's conjecture [20], were generated up to main class equivalence. Counterexam-

ples were already known [15], but these six form all such dimension 34 counterexam-

ples up to main class equivalence.
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The generated pairs of MOLS had at most 21 transversals, with at most three dis-

joint transversals. The best known result is 21 transversals, with four disjoint [7, 22].

None of the dimension 35 pairs of MOLS have more than two disjoint transversals.

All results were double checked by an alternate implementation [22]. All counts

for generated results matched for �lling in the �rst row and column, completing the

pairs of MOLS, and �nding canonical representatives for pairs of MOLS. No triples

of MOLS were found by either implementation. These matching results increase

con�dence that no implementation errors were present.

4.2 Future Work

Though all pairs of MOLS of order ten and dimension 35 or less were generated,

questions such as the existence of a triple of MOLS of order ten remain unanswered.

Potential future research building on this work is described here.

Having generated all order ten pairs of MOLS and dimension 35 or less, the next

obvious step is to generate all pairs of MOLS of rank 36. With one less relation the

size of the symbol pair and position classes will approximately double. This will result

in many more choices for as how to place symbol pairs in the Latin squares at each

stage. With the current strategy, this would lead to a large increase in the overall

generation time. Given this and the time taken for generating all pairs of MOLS of

rank 35 or less, some additional ways of signi�cantly reducing generation time will be

needed to apply a similar strategy to rank 36.

After rank 36, the total number of rank 37 pairs of MOLS is prohibitively large
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to generate [19]. Isolating focus to �nding pairs of MOLS which might be extendable

to triples may allow further progress in determining the existence of a triple of MOLS.

Negative theoretical conditions for triples of MOLS may be key in providing the

necessary restrictions for generating pairs of MOLS which might possibly be extended

to triples. Existing negative conditions, when computationally practical, should be

be used as additional generation constraints. More theorems regarding negative con-

ditions will likely need to be developed. Determining why no pairs of MOLS could

be generated for relation set 3 may help �nd these negative conditions.

To speed up the backtracker, the number of cells available to each symbol pair is

calculated alongside symbol pairs available to cells. In terms of the orthogonal array

representation, available options for (R,C) pairs and (S,T ) pairs were calculated. We

could also consider choices available to any two of the columns, such as (R,S), which

would calculate choices of column c and second symbol t available for each choice of

a row r and �rst symbol s. Analyzing all six possible sets of constraints may result in

further speed improvements. Future work is to do timing experiments to determine

if these additional constraints have an overall bene�cial e�ect.

The pairs of MOLS generated had at most three mutually disjoint transversals.

Pairs of MOLS have been found having four disjoint transversals [7, 22], but it is still

an open question if there exists a pair of MOLS of order ten with �ve or more disjoint

transversals. With so few disjoint transversals in most pairs of MOLS, restricting

attention to pairs of MOLS with at least a certain number of transversals may be

ideal for answering this question. Attempting to place a small number of disjoint

transversals in all ways possible would aid in the search for a triple of MOLS by
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eliminating large quantities of pairs which can not be extended to a triple.
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